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COACHING PROGRAMS 
VIP 1 ON 1 COACHING | TEAM COACHING 
 
-LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT   
-PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT  
-CROSS-CULTURAL SOFT SKILLS   

 
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT TOOLS 

-Focus Coaching Programs with relevant and validated competency assessment tools.    
-360° Leadership Practice Assessments. Emotional Intelligence assessments. Personality Type assessments etc 

 
 

LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT COACHING 

-Identify specific development goals for managers and leaders and design a customized coaching program to achieve that. 
-Certified Executive Coaches with strong business backgrounds help you create a tailored coaching plan to meet your goals.                                    

 

LEADERSHIP SOFT SKILLS COACHING 

-Develop specific Leadership Soft Skills as a leader, people manager or sales professional through a combination of soft skills training and coaching.  

-Cross-Cultural leadership skills. Meeting facilitation skills. Conflict resolution skills. Sales soft skills. Executive Presentation soft skills. Executive writing skills.    

 

COACHING FOCUS 
WHAT RESULTS DO YOU WANT? 

The Coaching Program is designed after defining and agreeing on specific measurable objectives 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management and the coachee 

- Pre-coaching assessments, stakeholder interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments.   

- Post-coaching value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and behavior change 
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LEADERSHIP COACHING  

GENERAL MANAGER | VISION  

 
An Italian General Manager, of an international trade firm based in Shanghai, had recently been appointed to 

this new leadership role and wanted some ad hoc coaching and inspiration on his innovative ideas for change 

and a new vision for the company 

 

Business Challenge 

The GM wanted to flexibly schedule ad hoc coaching sessions on a demand basis when he needed some 

inspiration and guidance in coming up with his new vision, looking at how to implement some strategies and 

also a strategic initiative to create and formalize a set of corporate values for the organization! 

 

 

  Coaching Needs Analysis 

The GM, Alberto, was a magnetic leader and naturally attracts people to share his clear organizational vision of 

leading change, product innovation and caring more. We provided Trip Barthel, a Master Soft Skills Coach and 

Organizational Design Consultant, who is from America and has a wealth of business experience as a leader and 

a deep knowledge of facilitation skills, appreciative inquiry, conflict management and positive communication. 

 

 

  Coaching Solution  
 The executive coaching sessions went very well and our coach Trip succeeded in supporting and inspiring the GM   
 during this critical stage in starting his new leadership role in the company. This coaching also led to a Facilitated   
 group Workshop being designed and delivered for the entire Management Team in which Trip acted as a facilitator   
 and helped them brainstorm, discuss, prioritize, evaluate and clarify strategic issues such as supplier management  
 and corporate values. It was a real pleasure for NewSkilz to have the opportunity to work with this GM who really  
 CARED about making real changes in his company! (Reference available) 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: International Trade 

Coop Global Sourcing is the buying office of consumer cooperative 

retailers and specialize in sourcing of non-food consumer goods. 

Experts in private label development, with deep knowledge of the 

Asian / European retail market. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 days total / 1 Coach 

4 half day flexible schedule sessions over several months. 

 

Participants: 1 Coachee 

Nationality: Italian        

General Manager  
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FACILITATION SKILLS COACHING  

SENIOR MANAGER | ENGAGEMENT 

 
We provided 1 on 1 Executive Soft Skills Coaching, for a German Senior Manager based in Shanghai, specifically 

on improving his Facilitation Skills. 

 

Business Challenge 

A German Senior Engineering Manager based in Shanghai was looking to develop his Facilitation Skills both 

within internal team meetings and in the challenging QnA sessions after his presentations to the various country 

leaders. 

 

 

  Coaching Needs Analysis 

We learnt that he was already very capable in handling meetings and presentations. As part of his continuous 

improvement, he was interested in taking his Facilitation Skills to the next level since he wanted to engage his 

team more and be better at holding interactive meetings which got all his team involved in. 

 

Coaching Solution 

We provided 1 Soft Skills Coach to deliver 2 three hour intensive sessions for a total of 6 hours. The sessions were a 

mixture of training and coaching since this is effective with senior managers who have a strong business background 

already. We looked at facilitating internal meetings in creative ways to improve employee engagement and participation in 

sensitive meetings. Also, we explored some techniques for dealing with challenging QnA at the end of his executive 

presentations when facing 6 or more country leaders within the Global organization. The coachee was very pleased with 

the sessions and immediately applied some techniques to his meetings and presentations! (Reference available) up. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Manufacturing  

The Durr Group is one of the world's leading mechanical and plant 

engineering firms with outstanding automation expertise. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Two 3 hour intensive sessions over a flexible schedule. 

 

Participants: 1 

Nationality: German 

Senior Engineering Manager 
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MANAGEMENT REPORTING COACHING  

GENERAL MANAGER | QUARETERLY REVIEWS 

 
We helped a General Manager improve his Management Reporting Skills via Soft Skills Coaching. 

 

Business Challenge 

The GM was interested in improving his business writing skills, specifically management reporting on product 

lines. 

 

  Coaching Needs Analysis  
Channel management reports, product revenue forecasting and business results were typically communicated by 

PowerPoint and this was identified as an area for improving clarity, conciseness and structure. 

 

Coaching Solution 

We provided an experienced IT Consultant and Soft Skills Trainer, Paul, to help the GM acquire Business Writing Skills for 

Management Reporting using PPT. The 1 on 1 Soft Skills Coaching was made up of several intensive 2 hour sessions. It 

was highly tailored to real business writing samples. It was a mixture of training and coaching. The GM was pleased with 

his progress and decided to purchase a 2 day workshop on Management Reporting Skills for his Marketing and Product 

Management team! 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT Software  
Ingram Micro is a global software reseller for brands such as Oracle, 

Cisco and Microsoft. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 day  

A series of tailored short sessions 

 

Participants: 1 

Nationality: Chinese 

General Manager 
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PRESENTATION SOFT SKILLS COACHING 

SENIOR MANAGER | EXECUTIVE PRESECENCE 

 
We inspired a German Senior Engineering Manager that delivers high level presentations to many of the 

organizational leaders, with our Presentation Soft Skills coaching. 

 

Business Challenge 

A German Senior Manager, based in Shanghai in the Engineering industry, wanted some help to design and 

practice delivering an important and strategic Presentation that would eventually take place in Brazil. 

 

 

  Coaching Needs Analysis 

The Presentation audience would be 6+ country leaders of the global organization from countries such as 

Germany, China, Japan, etc. As an experienced businessman and expert engineer, he was prepared for the 

commercial and technical aspects of the presentation content. However, he was interested in enhancing his 

delivery in terms of using EQ audience engagement techniques in order to emphasize key messages. 

 

 

  Coaching Solution  

Presentation Soft Skills coaching used a combination of training and coaching since this is what most senior 
managers find useful in enhancing their already good skill set. We looked at crucial soft skills such as asking better 
questions, emotional intelligence, assertiveness and covered aspects such as framing, elicitation strategies and 
executive presence. These were all looked at within the specific context of him designing and delivering his 
upcoming business presentation. This made it very practical and relevant. After the 2 three hour intensive 
sessions were completed, the senior manager went on to deliver a very good presentation in Brazil.  

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing     
The Durr Group is one of the world's leading mechanical and engineering firms with outstanding automation expertise.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Two 3 hour intensive sessions over a flexible schedule. 

 

Participants: 1 

Nationality: German 

Senior Engineering Manager 
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CROSS-CULTURAL COACHING 

TECHNICAL MANAGER | CHINA vs GERMAN 

 
Enhance Cross-Cultural Communication Skills of a Chinese Manager for interacting with German colleagues and 

leaders. 

 

Business Challenge 

A German Senior Manager, based in Shanghai in the Engineering industry, wanted some help to design and 

practice delivering an important and strategic Presentation that would eventually take place in Brazil. 

 

  Coaching Needs Analysis 

We discovered that the coachee was more comfortable using Mandarin so we provided a German certified coach, 

Klaus that could speak English, German and Mandarin! The objectives of the Cross-Cultural Communication were 

to help the coachee develop his cultural awareness about how to collaborate with and report to Germans. We 

collected email writing samples in advance to gain insight into how the Chinese manager communicated with 

German colleagues. 

 

 

  Coaching Solution  

The Cross-Cultural Communication Coaching was a mixture of Coaching and Soft Skills Training and covered 

skills development focus topics such as German / Chinese culture differences at work, management reporting 
styles, communication styles, approaches to teleconferences and email communication differences. The program 
was divided into four 3 hour sessions over a few weeks and was well received with good feedback from the 
coachee and his German leader. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing     
The Durr Group is one of the world's leading mechanical and engineering firms with outstanding automation expertise.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English & Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 days total 

4 three hour sessions over a flexible schedule. 

 

Participants: 1 

Nationality: Chinese 

Technical Manager 
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EXECUTIVE SOFT SKILLS COACHING 

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT | HIGH POTENTIAL 

 
We helped an office manager / executive assistant, in an Engineering firm in Shanghai, develop Soft Skills that 

would be useful to her in a future senior role. 

 

Business Challenge 

Provide an executive assistant with an opportunity to develop her Soft Skills for career development purposes. 

 

  Coaching Needs Analysis 

We discovered that this executive assistant was very good at her current role and that her German leader was 

interested in developing her skill set further to inspire her as part of her overall development. As an individual 

contributor that did not had no people management responsibilities, she did not need to deliver presentations or 

lead meetings much. This soft skills coaching program, however, aimed to develop these competencies and 

prepare her for the future. 

 

  Coaching Solution  

The Soft Skills Coaching covered skills development focus topics such as Executive Facilitation Skills for leading 
interactive meetings and Presentation Soft Skills for design and delivery.er. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing     
The Durr Group is one of the world's leading mechanical and engineering firms with outstanding automation expertise.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day total 

2 three hour sessions over a flexible schedule. 

 

Participants: 1 

Nationality: Chinese 

Executive Assistant to Senior Engineering Manager
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FACILITATION SERVICES  
MANAGEMENT MEETINGS | TEAMBUILDING EVENTS    

 
MANAGEMENT MEETING FACILITATION 

- Facilitator led workshops designed to help Management Teams focus and work together effectively on specific strategic business issues. 

- Improve cross-functional collaboration, deal with conflict in the decision making process, stimulate creative thinking and resolve problems. 

 

TEAMBUILDING FACILITATOR 

- Interdepartmental staff teambuilding events and workshops that promote corporate values, align with business goals and performance management issues. 
- Staff participate in creative brainstorming, sharing views and feelings, goal setting and prioritizing problems, generating solutions and evaluating options. 

 

 

FACILITATION EXPERTISE 
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

We provide comprehensive design and delivery services for special business goals and / or events that require a dynamic experienced Facilitator 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management. Identifying workshop deliverables, action plans and process facilitation. 

- Pre-training participant interviews, surveys, and preparation to design the customized workshop to focus on desired outcomes.    

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 
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MISSION | VISION | VALUES 

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM | FACILIATION SERVICES  

  
We provided strategic Facilitation Services to a GM and his Management Team to come up with 

their organizational mission, vision and values. 

 

Business Challenge 

A newly appointed Italian General Manager, of a Shanghai based international trade firm, asked us to design 

and facilitate a 1 day workshop for his Management Team. The objective being for the Management to acquire 

facilitation skills and for our facilitator to help them come up with and formalize an organizational mission, 

vision and corporate values. 

 

  Facilitation Goals 

The GM first spent some 1 on 1 time with our coach to explore his ideas for the strategic changes he was 

considering making in the company. They looked at the changes, from a few perspectives such as the change 

management aspects, people management issues and organizational structure. After some ad hoc coaching 

sessions, coach Trip designed a facilitation plan for a group workshop for the management team. The GM, 

Alberto, was a magnetic leader and naturally attracts people to share his clear organisational vision of leading 

change, product innovation and caring more. We provided Trip Barthel, a Master Soft Skills Coach and 

organizational Design Consultant, who is from America and has a wealth of business experience as a leader 

and a deep knowledge of facilitation skills, appreciative inquiry, conflict management and positive 

communication. 

 

Facilitation Solution 
This was a beautiful and very engaging workshop. More importantly it led to results and real changes being 
implemented in the business! The workshop had two goals. First, to introduce facilitation principles and a variety 
of practical techniques to the management team to help them engage their teams better. Second, to provide 
them with an opportunity to work together on laying the foundation for the strategic changes that were to be 
implemented. Trip acted as a facilitator and helped the Management Team to brainstorm, discuss, prioritize, 
evaluate and clarify strategic issues such as supplier management and come up with an initial set of corporate 
values. It was a real pleasure for NewSkilz to have the opportunity to work with this GM who really CARED 
about making real changes in his company!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  International Trade    
Coop Global Sourcing is the buying office of consumer cooperative retailers and specialize in 

sourcing of non-food consumer goods. Experts in private label development, with deep 

knowledge of the Asian / European retail market. 

 

 Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Facilitation Workshop for Senior Management 

 

Participants: 30 

Nationality: Italian, Spanish, Chinese 

General Manager | Senior Managers | HR 
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SALES MEETING SKILLS  

SALES TEAM | FACILIATION SERVICES  

 
We provided a Strategic Facilitation Service, to a Sales Team in the Real Estate industry in 

Shanghai, to help them change their approach to Sales Presentations. 

 

Business Challenge 

Client facing Presentations were identified as an area for improvement. Specifically, introducing the company 

credentials and presenting proposals. The client was a real estate rentals provider in Shanghai that 

specialized in serving multinational companies. 

 

  Facilitation Goals 

The business development and sales teams frequently delivered interactive sales presentations to new clients 

when bidding on projects. Presentations often took longer than desired and the amount of challenging questions 

during the presentation was also a concern. These meetings were often tough with clients asking many 

challenging questions around their service delivery due to the competitive nature of the industry. The General 

Manager wanted to help the sales team be more effective in these crucial client meetings. The sales staff were 

extremely busy at this point in time since it was their peak season so we had added pressure to come up with a 

solution that would not take long to implement yet still have impact. The client did not have time to design and 

deliver lots of training to these busy sales staff so we decided to help them by offering a facilitation service instead. 

Listening to the leadership team, it became clear that they felt the company PowerPoint deck, for introducing their 

brand and pitching new clients, was not as good as it could be. We decided to focus on deliver a mini-workshop of 

a couple of hours using a facilitation approach rather than a pure training. Our facilitator, an experienced trainer on 

business writing skills and presentation soft skills, was also a real sales executive having lots of client facing sales 

presentations in his own IT / HR Consulting career. 

 

Facilitation Solution 
The sales team were taken through a series of short interactive presentations by the facilitator who highlighted 
some of the key business writing principles that would enhance their awareness of how to design an effective, clear 
and engaging sales pitch presentation. The real client sales PPT samples were used in these discussions to make 
it relevant and practical. The participants were divided into several teams and each team was assigned a set of 
PPT slides to revamp as a post-training assignment. A few weeks later the company had created a new PPT deck 
for introducing their brand, services and value proposition! Sales meetings become shorter in terms of time which 
meant our sales staff were able to present their value proposition in a more simple, clear and fast way. Interestingly 
enough they also received less challenging questions from our clients during the presentation due to the well-
structured content and the vivid visual approach we used in the redesigned PowerPoint slides." This is a great 
example of how FACILITATION can be more effective than Training! 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Real Estate 

Landin Shanghai are a real estate rentals firm that serve multinationals 

that have expatriates relocating to China. 
 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half day  

Facilitation Workshop 

 

Participants:  

Nationality: Chinese  

General Manager | Sales Managers | Sales Team 
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MANAGEMENT PROBLEM SOLVING 

PROJECT MANAGERS | FACILIATION SERVICES  

  
Gain insight into organizational problems, experience facilitated problem solving and improve 

Problem Solving Skills as a Project Manager. 

 

Business Challenge 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients 

in the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development 
program created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-
workshop survey with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 
 

 

Facilitation Goals 
Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients 
in the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development 
program created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-
workshop survey with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

Our facilitator put the participants in groups to take turns facilitating discussion around their real business 
challenges that had been identified during the pre-training survey. Problem Solving using a facilitation approach 
was practiced in the context of their real business so it was more relevant. This was a mixture of a training and 
a facilitation. The client appreciated that our trainer had an IT consulting background since it made it for him to 
understand their Software development projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT    
Mphasis is global IT Solutions company. 

 

 Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Facilitation and Training Service 

 

Participants: 25 Staff 

Nationality: Chinese 

Project Managers 
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
ASSESSMENTS | LEADERSHIP TRAINING | FACILITATION SERVICES  
 
 

STRATEGIC THINKING & VISIONING 

-Create a clear leadership vision and strategy. Develop the necessary leadership skills to do that within a management team. 
-Facilitation Services for Visioning. Leadership Training workshops for vision development and implementation. 1 on 1 or Team Coaching. 

 
 

LEADERSHIP SKILLS TRAINING 

-Identify specific development goals for managers and leaders and design a customized Leadership Development program to achieve that. 
-360 Leadership Practice Assessments can be used in conjunction with tailored Leadership Training workshops that impact the organization.  

 

LEADERSHIP SOFT SKILLS TRAINING 

-Develop specific Leadership Soft Skills as a leader and people manager through a combination of assessments and tailored training  

-Cross-Cultural leadership skills. Change Management.   Coaching Skills. Influence Without Authority. Conflict Resolution skills. Emotional Intelligence. 

 

DEVELOPMENT  FOCUS 
WHAT RESULTS DO YOU WANT? 

The Leadership Development Program is designed after defining and agreeing on specific measurable objectives 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management and the participants. 

- Pre-training assessments, stakeholder interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments.   

- Post- training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and behavior change 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 

 

LEADING & DEVELOPING TEAMS  

LEADERSHIP SKILLS | TEAMWORK  

 
We helped a global IT giant, Wipro, to localize their internal training content and 

facilitation plan for a Teamwork workshop. Plus we provided a Western trainer to 

deliver the training in Mandarin in Shanghai. 

 

Business Challenge 

Localize the Wipro Business Teamwork content and have it delivered in Mandarin 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

We discovered that the participants used English as their working language inside the company. However, they 

did not all have fluent English. So we decided to deliver the training in Mandarin to have more impact on the skills 

development focus. Plus we translated the content into Mandarin so the training handbook could be bi-lingual. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

 We provided an American Soft Skills Trainer that could speak fluent Mandarin. Experienced with the Teamwork 
differences between the West and China, our trainer was able to give the participants insight into appropriate and 
culturally teamwork issues from the Western perspective but by discussing the issues in Mandarin which was 
appreciated by the participants. Skills development focus topics were Tuckman's Teambuilding model and stages, 
4 social styles of people and understanding the needs of different people, understanding how to develop an 
effective team and your role in a team. 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT 

Wipro is a global IT software firm with headquarters in India. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day 

Tailored Training 

 

Participants: 25 Staff 

Nationality: Chinese        
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VIP LEADERSHIP SKILLS  

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT | LEADING TECHNICAL TEAMS  

 
We helped Wipro to prepare new Team Leaders for their new role. 

 

Business Challenge 

HR asked us to localize and deliver the Wipro standard content for Team Leader Readiness Program. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 
We provided 2 trainers that had a strong IT Consulting background. Sanjeev, an Indian trainer with China business 
experience at General Manager level, was very helpful at developing their leadership skills through practical 
leadership skills and experience sharing. Trainer Paul also had a software development background, so both 
trainers understood the IT industry well. 

 

Training Solution 

Leadership Skills for Team Leaders training included the role of the team leader, change management and the change 

cycle, motivation, self-esteem, assertiveness, communication, decision making, SMART goal setting, time management, 

stress management, conflict management, coaching skills and team management. This was an intensive 3 day workshop 

with 2 facilitators delivering it together so was very VIP in terms of personal attention. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT  

Wipro is a global IT software firm with headquarters in India. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 3 days  

Three day intensive and tailored Leadership Development Program. 

 

Participants: 6 Leaders / 2 Trainers 

Nationality: English 
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT SKILLS 

GENERAL MANAGER | QUARETERLY REVIEWS 

 
Localize the Wipro Change Management content and have it delivered in Mandarin. 

 

Business Challenge 

We discovered that the participants used English as their working language inside the company. However, they 
did not all have fluent English. So we decided to deliver the training in Mandarin to have more impact on the skills 
development focus. Plus we translated the content into Mandarin so the training handbook could be bi-lingual. 

 
 

 Training Needs Analysis 
Channel management reports, product revenue forecasting and business results were typically communicated by 

PowerPoint and this was identified as an area for improving clarity, conciseness and structure. 

 

 

Training Solution 

We provided an American Soft Skills Trainer that could speak fluent Mandarin. Experienced with the cultural differences 

between the West and China, our trainer was able to give the participants insight into appropriate and culturally relevant 

issues related to the content from the Western perspective but by discussing the issues in Mandarin which was 

appreciated by the participants. Who moved my cheese is a famous book about change and he content was based a lot 

around this theme and included an interesting cartoon video. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT Software  
Wipro is a global IT software firm with headquarters in India 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Tailored Training 

 

Participants: 25 staff 

Nationality: Chinese 
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PEOPLE MANAGEMENT SKILLS  

MULTI-CITY PROGRAM | MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 

 
We delivered a tailored Management Development Program for 4 cities in China. 

 

Business Challenge 

Develop people management / leadership soft skills for country-wide Chinese Managers in 4 cities. The client had 

been experiencing business growth and wanted to offer a Management Development Program as support. 

NewSkilz was asked to design and deliver a customized Management Skills program for managers in each region. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

We worked closely with the client Leadership who were the project sponsor. The Managing Directors of the 

various regions helped a lot by making themselves available to explain the corporate culture in their region and the 

people management challenges specific to the auditing industry and their organization. Next, we conducted face 

to face interviews with the Beijing and Shanghai management teams to gain more insight into setting relevant 

learning outcomes. Following that, we held teleconference calls with the management team in Guangzhou and 

collected email samples from the mangers in all regions to help understand their communication skills and see 

examples of how they discuss business issues. 

 

 

Training Solution 
We delivered 12 days management skills training to 3 cities over 6 months. Each city received a 4 day program 

which was divided into 2 phases. Phase 1 involved an intensive two day workshop on Selling and Presenting your 

ideas and Meeting Facilitation Skills. Phase 2 looked at developing Leadership Soft Skills and Communicating 

with your Team. Scheduling the training in the 3 cities was not easy since the Auditors have a very demanding 

schedule for client projects. The client appreciated our flexible scheduling approach to the series of workshops 

rolled out across China. Besides delivering the training, we shared valuable insight with the client on the future 

development needs of the managers across the three cities. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Financial Auditing     
Marcum Bernstein & Pinchuk  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai, Guangzhou and Beijing. 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 12 days  

4 days per city. 3 cities 

 

Participants: 30 Managers 

Nationality: Chinese 

Directors | Senior Managers | Managers 
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

LEADERSHIP SOFT SKILLS | SALES SKILLS 

 
We helped a recruitment firm celebrate their annual year end management meeting with including a Leadership 

Soft Skills workshop. 

 

Business Challenge 

Inspire the directors and senior management, and provide an opportunity for teambuilding though skills 
development training. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

Participants included the company owners, directors, senior management and mangers of 8 cities. The company 

has offices in 8 cities in China and in Singapore. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

The training covered sales presentation skills, to help them present their brand and value proposition to clients. 
This included some tailored discussions around their PPT samples. We also looked at reading candidates in job 
interviews since that was important to recruiters. Leadership Soft Skills such as asking better questions and 
positive communication were also covered. Coaching Skills for communicating with your team was another focus 
topic. The workshop was very interactive and supported by Joyce, one of the owners, who co-facilitated several 
discussions relevant to their organization.  

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Executive Recruitment     
ZWHR is an executive search firm with 8 offices in China. Singapore HQ 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Suzhou 

 

Delivery Language: English & Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day 

4 three hour sessions over a flexible schedule. 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: Chinese | Singapore 

Owners | Directors | Senior Managers | Managers 
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THINK BIG  

LEADERSHIP SKILLS | VISIONING 

 
We helped inspire a group of business owners with leadership, visioning and influence soft skills. 

 

Business Challenge 

This mini-workshop was part of a reward incentive for top distributors of the client's pharmaceutical products. 
 

 

 Training Needs Analysis 
We discovered the participants were business owners from Nigeria and Kenya. Several client key managers also j 
Joined the training. 

 

 

  Training Needs Solution  

The workshop included some leadership influence skills, visioning practice and best practices sharing was 
facilitated. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Pharmaceutical     
The client is a pharmaceutical firm with headquarters in Hong Kong. 

 

Delivery Location: USA 

Los Angeles 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day 

Tailored Training 

 

Participants: 10 

Nationality: Chinese | Kenya | Nigeria 

Business owners. 
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MANAGEMENT SKILLS TRAINING  
NEW MANAGERS | SELF-MANAGEMENT | PEOPLE MANAGEMENT    

 
SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS 

- Improve motivation, productivity and self-management skills with self-awareness effectiveness training.  

- SMART Goal Setting, Time Management Skills, Stress Management and Emotional Intelligence self-awareness.  
 

NEW MANAGER SKILLS 

- Develop the necessary Management Skills and paradigm shift of moving from individual contributor to managing a team. 

- Coaching skills, leading high performance teams, planning and delegation skills, HR for Non-HR and meeting facilitation skills.     

 

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT SKILLS 

- Proactive problem solving skills for people managers leading high performance teams and global virtual teams across geographic regions.  

- Cross-Cultural leadership, people management skills, emotional intelligence, problem solving with data, metrics and root cause analysis. 
 

TAILORED TRAINING  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Skills Development Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you, such as: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-training participant interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 
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MANGING FOR RESULTS  

NEW MANAGERS | PEOPLE MANAGEMENT SKILLS  

  
We designed and delivered a customized Management Development program in Mandarin for 

this top online gaming company. 

 

Business Challenge 

EA wanted to prepare high potential individual contributors for a future people management 

role. 

 

Training Needs Analysis 

We conducted face to face pre-training interviews with the individual participants as part of our 

TNA. This helped us to identify common development interests and people management 

challenges for the group. We also included some of the EA internal content in the workshop 

design to make it more relevant. We were closely supported by the HR. 

 

Training Solution  

We provided a certified trainer / coach, Carl, fluent in English and Mandarin. The 2 day 
workshop included management skills such as: goal setting, conflict management, coaching 
skills, giving feedback and problem solving. It was a very comprehensive program! 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Online Gaming     
Electronic Arts is an industry leading online gaming company operating globally.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 days  

Intensive Workshops 

 

Participants: 25 staff 

Nationality: Chinese 

Managers | Team Leaders | Senior Individual Contributors 
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COACHING SKILLS  

PROJECT MANAGERS | LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 

 
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to improve Coaching 

Skills. 

Business Challenge 

Improve Coaching Skills as a Project Manager. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software 

industry and mostly facing clients in the Insurance industry. There were around 50 

participants participating in a Management Development program created by 

NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a 

pre-training survey with participants to collect input to help customize the training.  

 

  Training Solution  

Coaching Skills training covered skills development topics such as the difference 

between coaching and mentoring, the coaching culture in the company, benefits of 

coaching, characteristics of a coach, elements of a good coaching session, 

questioning and listening skills, problem solving, goal setting, dealing with degrees 

of difficulty, addressing resistance to change, coaching methodology and practice 

role plays. 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Marketing 

Mphasis is global IT Solutions company. 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Chinese 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half day  

Workshop 

 

Participants: 32/4 groups 

Nationality: Chinese  

Project Managers 
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FACILITATION SKILLS  

PROJECT MANAGERS | MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

 
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to develop Facilitation 

Skills for working with groups in meetings and trainings. 

 

Business Challenge 

Develop Facilitation Skills for working with groups. 

 

Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients in 

the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development program 

created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-workshop survey 

with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 

 

Training Solution 

Facilitation Skills training introduced facilitation principles, goals and techniques. The workshop looked at facilitation 
techniques for leading and controlling meetings, letting others lead, getting people involved, being more creative, 
brainstorming, stimulating discussion, dealing with conflict and asking better questions. The client appreciated that 
our trainer had an IT Consulting background since it made it for him to understand their Software development 
projects. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Manufacturing  
Mphasis is global IT Solutions company.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: Chinese 

Project Managers 
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PROACTIVE PROBLEM SOLVING  

PEOPLE MANAGERS | MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

 

We delivered 16 days Management Skills training in 3 cities in the United Kingdom. 

 

Business Challenge 

Develop Management Skills for UK Managers in London, Nottingham and Dublin. 
 

Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 
The client wanted to help all the Managers across the UK to improve their people management 

skills in terms of ability to be more proactive and systematic in their approach to using data to 

analyze root causes to problems and come up with solutions that consider all stakeholders. 

 

Training Solution 

We provided 1 facilitator, trainer Paul, to deliver all the British workshops and this proved to be 

a good idea since he got to know the organization better by experiencing participants at 

various locations. We delivered 16 days management skills training to 3 cities over 9 months. 

London and Nottingham both received 3 two day workshops each and Dublin had 1 workshop. 

Around 20 participants per workshop. This program was a real learning curve for NewSkilz! 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Pharmaceutical  
The client is a global industry leader with offices worldwide in Europe, 

Asia Pacific, Africa, Middle East and the Americas. 

 

Delivery Location: UK 

England: London | Nottingham | Dublin 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 days  

Tailored Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: British | Europeans 

Senior Managers | Managers | New Managers 
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TRAIN THE TRAINER  

MANAGEMENT TEAM | MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

 
We helped a Management Team in an international trading firm to improve their 

internal training design and delivery. 

Business Challenge 

The GM asked us to teach his management team some training design and delivery skills to help them deliver their 

own internal departmental training. 
 

Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 
The management team typically delivered training on business related topics such as negotiating with suppliers, 
designing product catalogues and knowledge of International trade terms and abbreviations relevant to the 
business. While they were knowledgeable on these topics, they did not have a learning and development 
background. 

 

Training Solution 

Our Train the Trainer workshop introduced the mangers to: trainer presentation skills, trainer facilitation skills, 

instructional design concepts, a variety of activity design ideas, giving constructive feedback to trainees, dealing 

with nerves, improving confidence and assertiveness. This intensive workshop was part of a broader management 

development program which we were delivering and also included workshops on Presentation Skills and Facilitation 

Skills. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  International Trading  
Coop Global Sourcing is the buying office of consumer cooperative 

retailers and specialize in sourcing of non-food consumer goods. 

Experts in private label development, with deep knowledge of the 

Asian / European retail market. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Intensive Tailored Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: Italian, Spanish, Chinese 

Management Team 
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TIME MANAGEMENT SKILLS  

PROJECT MANAGERS | MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

 
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to improve Time 
Management Skills. 

 

Business Challenge 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients in 

the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development program 
created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-workshop survey 
with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 
 

Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 
The management team typically delivered training on business related topics such as negotiating with suppliers, 
designing product catalogues and knowledge of International trade terms and abbreviations relevant to the 
business. While they were knowledgeable on these topics, they did not have a learning and development 
background. 

 

Training Solution 

Time Management Skills training covered skills development topics such as the time management matrix, dealing 

with procrastination, prioritization, organizing your email inbox and cross-cultural skills for saying no to requests.

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT  
Mphasis is a global IT Solutions company. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half day  

Intensive Tailored Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: Chinese 

Project Managers 
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EXECUTIVE SOFT SKILLS TRAINING  
INFLUENCE | EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE | CONFLICT 

 
INFLUENCE WITHOUT AUTHORITY 

-Learn influence soft skills for improving client sales meetings, working in global virtual teams and enhancing stakeholder management. 
- NLP Influence techniques for building rapport. Identifying the needs of people and developing influence strategies based on give and take.  

 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

-Develop Emotional intelligence competencies for improving self-awareness, stress management, team motivation and leadership.  
- Positive psychology and the Happiness Advantage. EQ Assessments and Games are included in some of our trainings to customize them.   

 

CONFLICT RESOLUTION & NLP SOFT SKILLS 

- Improve your understanding of the conflict resolution process, develop soft skills for dealing with difficult people, situations and problems. 

- Empathy. Framing issues. Creative techniques for generating ideas and options. Coaching and Facilitation Skills for dealing with conflict. 

 

TAILORED TRAINING  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Skills Development Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you, such as: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-training participant interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 
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INFLUENCE WITHOUT AUTHORITY  

INFLUENCE SOFT SKILLS | NLP RAPPORT BUILDING 

 
We delivered a public workshop on Influence Without Authority which was 

attended by people managers from 25 companies. 

 

Workshop Overview  

This workshop introduces the well-known Cohen-Bradford model of Influencing Without Authority and explores the 6 

steps involved in developing effective Influence Strategies in dealing with various types of people. Ultimately, this 

workshop helps you learn a systematic approach to understanding the needs of others and knowing more your own 

personal strengths as an Influencer.  

 

Influence Soft Skills  

- Influence People who do not report directly to you but impact your performance.  

- Manage Projects with culturally diverse and geographically remote stakeholders. 

- Lead Change in the organisation and deal with competing political agendas. 

 

Training Benefits 

Influence Without Authority is an important training for people managers and senior individual contributors working 

within multi-country virtual teams. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Public Workshop for 25 companies  

 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Public Workshop for 25 companies 

 

Participants: 25  staff 

Nationality: Russian | Chinese  

Directors | Senior Managers | People Managers 
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LEADERSHIP POWER INFLUENCE SKILLS  

PEOPLE MANAGERS | INFLUENCE WITHOUT AUTHORITY  

  
We provided a Leadership facilitator to deliver a workshop to a cosmopolitan group 

of Managers from Asia Pacific countries. 

 

Business Challenge 

NewSkilz was asked to deliver a training workshop to help the staff to improve both Management and inter-

departmental influence skills. 

 

 Training Needs Analysis 

Participants were mostly from Asia Pacific countries such as Singapore, China, Japan, Korea and India. People 

management skills in terms of influence and motivation was one area where participants were keen to develop 

skills. They were also interested in exploring the various power influence strategies that can be used within the 

organisation when dealing with other departments. We decided to provide trainer Paul as the workshop facilitator 

since he is very experienced with dealing with such cosmopolitan management groups. 

 

Training Solution  

The workshop was very intensive and included many engaging video clip case studies that were used to 
springboard into small group discussions around the various leadership influence strategies. What's more, the 
program also required the participants to complete a pre-training Influence Skills Assessment which was later used 
in the training in some tailored and personal reflection exercises. This was a lively training that included a lot of QnA 
throughout that day. 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing     
Eaton is a global Engineering manufacturer of power management products.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 30 

Nationality: Chinese / Korean / Japanese / Indian 

Managers | High Potentials 
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CONFLICT MANAGEMENT SKILLS  

PROJECT MANAGERS | INFLUENCE SOFT SKILLS 

 
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to improve Conflict 

Management Skills. 

 

Business Challenge 

Improve Conflict Management Skills as a Project Manager. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients in 

the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development program 

created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-training survey 

with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 

 

  Training Solution  

Conflict Management Skills training looked at preparing the project managers to improve the way they deal with 

clients when disagreeing on timelines, proposing different technical solutions and discussing out of scope issues. 
Role plays and peer feedback / coaching was used with participants sharing insights and observations with each 
other.. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT 

Mphasis is a global IT Solutions company. 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Chinese 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half day  

Tailored Training 

 

Participants: 25 Staff 

Nationality: Chinese  

People Managers 
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CROSS-CULTURAL CONFLICT  

CONFLICT RESOOLUTION |  PROBLEM SOLVING 

 
We helped high potential individual contributors, at a global IT hardware firm in 

Taipei, develop Conflict Management Skills. 

 

Business Challenge 

Cross-Cultural Conflict Management Skills were part of a Management Development program for high potential 

staff. The client needed us to deliver multi-city workshops in Shanghai and Taipei. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

We conducted pre-training surveys with the participants and discovered their English level was pretty good and 

was also their working language so the training could be delivered in English. The participants were from a variety 

of departments and there was a strong interest in inter-departmental communication. 

 

Training Solution 

We provided an experienced Soft Skills Facilitator with an IT consulting background. This made it easier for our 
trainer to understand the client business challenges. The workshop looked at NLP rapport building skills, 
interpersonal soft skills for dealing with conflict as well as problem solving, root cause analysis and meeting 
facilitation skills for leading discussions more assertively and productively. It was very helpful that our trainer has 12 
years of experience doing business and training in China since cross-cultural empathy and approaches to conflict 
management are very different in Asia compared to the West. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Manufacturing  
Dell is a top fortune 500 Multinational IT Hardware manufacturing 

company.  
 

Delivery Location:  

Taipei city, Taiwan 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 20 Staff 

Nationality: Chinese / Taiwanese 

Individual Contributors 
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STAKEHOLDER CONFLICT MANAGEMENT  

CONFLICT RESOLUTION | PROBLEM SOLVING 

 
We helped a global IT giant, Cognizant, to develop the Conflict Management Skills 

of their Shanghai office. 

 

Business Challenge 

  HR asked us to help develop the staff awareness of Conflict Management Skills. 

 

Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 
We discovered that the participants would come from several departments such as HR, Finance and IT. The staff 
were mostly Chinese though included a few Indians since their Headquarters are in India. The Chinese staff has the 
most dealings with Indian colleagues, in India, via email and telephone. 

 

Training Solution 

Conflict Management Skills development focus topics included an introduction to meeting facilitation skills, 

communication skills for dealing effectively with people, conflict management skills for dealing with complaints and 

problems, negotiation tactics and confidence to participate in meetings. We added value to the training by providing 

an experienced soft skills facilitator that had a strong IT Consulting background so it was easier for our trainer to 

engage the participants in relevant discussions around the IT industry.

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Manufacturing  
Cognizant is a leading IT consulting firm and operates globally. 

 

Delivery Location: China  

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Tailored Training 

 

Participants: 25 Staff 

Nationality: Chinese | Indian 

Project Managers 
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PRESENTATION SKILLS TRAINING  
DESIGN | DELIVER | INFLUENCE SOFT SKILLS    

 
PRESENTATION SOFT SKILLS 

-Enhance influence and impact as an Executive Presenter for presenting to leaders, clients and high profile events. 
-Emotional intelligence. NLP Influence techniques. Handling difficult people and Q&A. Adapting your style. Reading the audience! 

 

PRESENTATION DELIVERY SKILLS 

-Develop confidence as a Passionate Presenter, get a lot of practice presenting and receive tons of feedback on your style.  
-Body language and gestures. Varying your voice. Interacting with asking better questions. Engage the audience!    

 

PRESENTATION DESIGN SKILLS 

-Improve your creative story telling skills, plan and structure content logically, organize ideas clearly, effectively and persuasively frame issues. 

-PPT Design Skills for business Presentations and Management Reporting Clarity. Simplicity. Concise. Visual. Professional Image,  

 

TAILORED TRAINING  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Skills Development Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you, such as: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-training participant interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 
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PRESENTING PROJECT PROPOSALS  

HIGH POTENTIALS | MANAGEMENT PRESENTATIONS  

  
We helped high potential Asia Pacific managers, in an Engineering manufacturer, 

enhance Presentation Soft Skills for presenting project proposals to management. 

 

Business Challenge 

Help prepare managers to present their project proposals with a more executive approach. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

The Engineering manufacturer had brought together high potential managers from the Asia Pacific region. 

Participants were from China, Korea, Japan and India. English was the working language for all. They had 

different levels of confidence due to their English levels and cultural differences. They were preparing to deliver a 

group presentation to the leadership on their research projects of the past few months. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

Executive Presentation Skills Training was very interactive with lots of small group activities where participants 
practiced presenting and receiving feedback in their presenting style. Content covered skills development topics 
such reading the audience, non-verbal communication such as facial expressions and hand gestures, using voice 
for impact and emphasis for points, executive presence, positive communication and energy, asking better 
questions to interact with the audience and facilitation and assertiveness skills for handling difficult QnA from 
senior leaders. This workshop received good feedback! 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing     
Eaton is a global Engineering manufacturer of power management products.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 30 

Nationality: Chinese / Korean / Japanese / Indian 

Managers | High Potentials 
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SALES PRESENTATION SKILLS  

EXECUTIVES | ASIA PACIFIC 

 
We provided 8 Trainers on 1 day to deliver Sales Presentation Skills training in 

Shanghai for Digital Marketing executives from Asia Pacific countries. 

 

Business Challenge 

The company holds an annual leadership training and that includes a 1 day tailored Sales Presentation Skills 

training. NewSkilz was asked to provide 8 trainers on the same day to deliver 4 workshops to Digital Marketing 

executives. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

We learnt that some Chinese participants preferred to do the training in Mandarin so we provided 3 Western 

trainers that can speak Mandarin plus one local Chinese trainer. The other 4 trainers could be English speakers 

since the participants from Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong and India were comfortable with English. The client 

provided us with sample presentations that the staff deliver so we could customize the training around relevant 

practice activities. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided 8 very experienced presentation skills trainers and 4 of them were b-lingual in English/Mandarin. The 
workshops gave the participants lots of presentation practice opportunities to present their brand, case studies and 
services. Tons of personal feedback for each participant helped them refine their own presentation style. The 
training was very personal and VIP in that each group of 4 participants had 2 trainers dedicated to them the entire 
day! The workshop feedback was good and resulted in repeat business for us in Singapore and Hong Kong. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Marketing 

DigitasLBI is a global marketing and technology agency that helps 

companies connect their brands to people using storytelling and data 

driven activities. 
 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English/Chinese 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day / 8 Trainers 

Workshop 

 

Participants: 32/4 groups 

Nationality: Australian | Singaporean | Chinese | India 

Directors | Managers 
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EXECUTIVE  

PRESENTATION SKILLS 

           
Executive Presentations require you to present 

ideas clearly in a structured way and to influence 

the audience perception in line with your goal. This 

highly practical workshop will focus on helping you 

improve presentation design skills, practicing 

presentation delivery skills in an interactive way and 

give you the opportunity to get lots of feedback on 

your personal presenting style. 

 

Who should attend? 

We Management staff that are experienced with giving business 

presentations yet would like to engage the audience more 

effectively, keep focus points clear and deal assertively with 

confrontational audience members. This training is 100% 

presentation skills and not related to English language learning. 

Therefore we can deliver it in English or Mandarin 

 

What will you learn? 

- Executive PPT Design skills 
- Considering corporate image  
- Establishing credibility  
- Audience engagement strategies  
- Asking better questions  
- Interactive facilitation skills  
- Conflict management skills  
- Dealing with difficult questions 

              
Skills Development Focus 

 - Energize yourself 

- Master assertive body language 

- Captivating the audience  

- Use the KISS Structure  

- Create engaging content  

- Design an elicitation strategy  

- Practice EQ voice work  

- Learn to handle being questioned  

- Receive personal feedback - Presentation Video Analysis. 

 

 

 

 

We delivered highly tailored Sales Presentation Skills training in 

Shanghai, Singapore, Hong Kong for Digital Marketing executives 

from Asia Pacific countries in last 3 years. 

Business Challenge 

Client facing directors in APAC region are responsible for business 

development and high level client engagement. Therefore they typically 

deliver presentations to clients to introduce their digital marketing brand, 

services and case studies. Enlightening clients on topics such as Social 

Media Strategy and pitching digital marketing proposals to senior decision 

makers. As part of an annual leadership training, NewSkilz was asked to 

deliver Sales Presentation Skills training in order to help them build on their 

strong points. Ultimately, this will result in them being able to deliver more 

effective and persuasive presentations and generate revenue. 

 

 Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

The client leadership made it clear that the idea was to focus on helping these 

executives build on their strengths as a presenter. We learnt that the 

participants were quite different in skill sets and roles. For instance, some 

were creative marketing types while others had more of a technology data 

focus. Each time, we divided the 20 staff into 4 small groups, each with their 

own trainer. This was the 3rd time we delivered this intensive workshop to this 

client so we used what we learnt the previous two years to tailor the training to 

be more relevant and effective. 

 

 Training Solution  

We provided 4 very experienced presentation skills trainers that all had 10 

years+ business experience with client facing sales presentations in the Asia 

Pacific region. Each of the 4 small group workshops was a success and gave 

the participants lots of presentation practice opportunities, personal feedback 

and ultimately helped fine tune their own presentation style.  

  

  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Digital Marketing 

DigitasLBI is a global marketing and 

technology agency that helps 

companies connect their brands to 

people using storytelling and data 

driven activities. 

 

Delivery 

Location: China|Singapore 

Shanghai, Singapore, Hong Kong 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 3 day  

Workshop 

 

Participants: 60 

Nationality: British | Australian | 

Singaporean | Indian | Chinese 

Director | Managers 
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PRESENTATION SOFT SKILLS  

MANAGEMENT TEAM |  

 
We helped the GM and Management team improve their Presentation Skills.  

 

Business Challenge 

The newly appointed GM wanted this training to develop the presentation skills of the management team. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

We collected some PowerPoint samples from the managers, and interviewed them to find out what their 

development priorities and challenges were when presenting. We received a lot of help from the GM during this 

training needs analysis phase. The participants had different levels of confidence and were from several client 

facing departments such as sales, customer service and technical support. 

 

 

Training Solution 

The Presentation Skills workshop was very active and facilitated by our trainer, who was very experienced in 

training both Chinese and Westerners, in a very fast paced way to ensure everyone got lots of practice presenting 

and individual feedback on their style. Great feedback! We were also invited to observe their real Management 

meeting where managers would make presentations on their regional sales updates and departments. This was a 

great opportunity to offer some value added post-training follow up. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Manufacturing  

The client is a top fortune 500 Multinational IT Hardware manufacturing 

company.  
 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 12 

Nationality: Chinese / Taiwanese 

Individual Contributors 
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS TRAINING  
SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE | TEAMWORK | INFLUENCE    

 
SALES & CUSTOMER SERVICE 

- Improve client facing communication soft skills for sales executives, customer service teams and inside sales staff. 
- NLP Rapport building techniques, consultative selling skills, problem solving skills and soft skills for dealing with customers. 

 

HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAMS 

- Develop inter-departmental teamwork, communication and interpersonal skills for conflict resolution and developing high performance teams.  
- Cross-Cultural empathy, giving and receiving feedback, active listening, coaching skills, negotiation, conflict resolution and stakeholder management.      

 

INFLUENCE SOFT SKILLS 

- Influencing Without Authority is an increasingly important skill set for global virtual teams collaborating across cultures and geographic regions.  

- People reading skills, adapting to different communication styles, executive presence skills, influence strategies and dealing with various personalities.    

 

 

TAILORED TRAINING  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Skills Development Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you, such as: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-training participant interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

NLP RAPPORT BUILDING  

PROJECT MANAGERS | COMMUNICATION SKILLS  

  
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to improve Rapport 

Building Skills for dealing with clients. 

 

Business Challenge 

Improve client facing Rapport Building Skills as a project manager. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients in 

the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development program 

created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-training survey 

with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

Rapport Building Skills training looked at skills development focus topics such as handshakes, appropriate small 
talk, developing an open minded attitude, debating skills, showing understanding with empathy, dealing with 
complaints and introduced the interesting NLP matching and mirroring techniques. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Software     
Mphasis is a global IT Solutions company. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half day  

Specific skill development Tailored Training focus workshop 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: Chinese  

Managers | Project Managers 
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS  

MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT | NLP COACH 

 
We helped a Chinese Manufacturing company to improve the Communication 

Skills and Cross-Cultural awareness of their Managers. 

 

Business Challenge 

This Chinese company had a conservative and traditional corporate culture. As part of a Management 

Development program, we were asked to design and deliver a workshop to Managers from various departments. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

After talking to the leaders we discovered that the English level was not so high for all the mangers so we decided 

to deliver the training in Mandarin. The skills development focus for the workshop was around communication 

skills such as framing issues, listening skills, active listening, giving feedback and some cross-cultural aspects 

related to routine meetings and emails. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

Our trainer, Shintaro, was a Japanese martial arts expert with an Akido black belt and certified NLP Master trainer. 
Besides English and Japanese, he also spoke fluent Mandarin! As an experienced executive, having worked in 
China, Japan and USA California, he had a deep cultural sensitivity which was crucial to this training delivery 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Manufacturing 

Chinese manufacturing firm in Nanning city in Yunnan province 
 

Delivery Location: China 

Nanning 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 days  

Management development workshop to improve communication skills. 

 

Participants: 32  

Nationality: Chinese 

Senior Managers | Managers 
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS  

 CROSS-CULTURAL | TEAMWORK 

 
We helped a global IT giant, Cognizant, to develop the Effective Communication 

Skills of their Shanghai office 

 

Business Challenge 

HR asked us to help develop the staff awareness of Effective Communication Skills to help them effectively deal 

with their Indian colleagues. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

We discovered that the participants would come from several departments such as HR, Finance and IT. The staff 

were mostly Chinese though included a few Indians since their Headquarters are in India. The Chinese staff has 

the most dealings with Indian colleagues, in India, via email and telephone. We added value to the training by 

providing an experienced soft skills facilitator that had a strong IT Consulting background so it was easier for our 

trainer to engage the participants in relevant discussions around the IT industry. 

 

 

Training Solution 

Effective Communication Skills training included skills development focus topics such as 7 keys to listening, non-

verbal communication such as reading people's micro-expressions, asking better questions and an introduction to 

coaching skills in terms of goal setting, reality check, identifying options and coming up with an action plan. The 

training helped the Chinese staff improve confidence for making calls to their Indian colleagues. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Software  
Cognizant is a global IT Solutions company. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Intensive Tailored Training Workshop 

 

Participants: 20 

Nationality: Chinese / Indian 

Managers / Individual Contributors 
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS  

 INTER-DEPARTMENTAL | TEAMWORK 

 
We helped a global IT giant, Cognizant, to develop the Effective Communication 

Skills of their Shanghai office 

 

Business Challenge 

Localize the Wipro Communication Skills content and have it delivered in Mandarin. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

We discovered that the participants used English as their working language inside the company. However, they 

did not all have fluent English. So we decided to deliver the training in Mandarin to have more impact on the skills 

development focus. Plus we translated the content into Mandarin so the training handbook could be bi-lingual. 

 

 

Training Solution 

We provided an American Soft Skills Trainer that could speak fluent Mandarin. Experienced with the cultural 

differences in communicating in the West and China, our trainer was able to give the participants insight into 

appropriate and culturally relevant communication skills and issues from the Western perspective but by 

discussing the issues in Mandarin which was appreciated by the participants. Skills development focus topics 

were the communication process, non-verbal communication, listening skills, asking better questions, empathy 

and framing issues. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Software  
Wipro is a global IT software firm with headquarters in India. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1  Day  

Intensive Tailored Training Workshop 

 

Participants: 20 

Nationality: Chinese 

Individual Contributors 
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LEADING INTERACTIVE MEETINGS  

COMMUNICATION SKILLS | PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to improve their ability to 

lead meetings in an interactive way. 

 

Business Challenge 

Develop skills for Leading Meetings as a Project Manager. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients in 

the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development program 

created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-training survey 

with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 

 

Training Solution 
Leading Meetings training covered skills development topics such as an introduction to facilitation skills, 6 Thinking 
Hats problem solving technique, elicitation skills for asking better questions, leading interactive meetings by getting 
your team to contribute more and how to be more creative in your meetings. 
  

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Software  
Mphasis is a global IT Solutions company. 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Intensive Tailored Training Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 

Nationality: Chinese 

Project Managers  
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LEADING INTERACTIVE TELECONFERENCES  

 COMMUINCATION SKILLS | PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
We helped IT Project Managers in the Software industry to improve their ability to 

Lead Teleconferences. 

 

Business Challenge 

Improve ability of Leading Teleconferences as a Project Manager. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

Participants were IT Project Managers and Business Analysts in the Software industry and mostly facing clients in 

the Insurance industry. There were around 50 participants participating in a Management Development program 

created by NewSkilz that included 13 mini-workshops on a variety of skills. We conducted a pre-training survey 

with participants to collect input to help customize the training. 

 

 

Training Solution 

Leading Teleconferences training covered skills development topics such as telephoning etiquette for being polite 

and courteous, assertiveness techniques for controlling the call, how to involve participants in a call, asking better 

questions to engage, interact and influence clients and soft skills for framing issues in a more positive light. 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT Software  
Mphasis is a global IT Solutions company. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Intensive Tailored Training Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 staff 

Nationality: Chinese 

Project Managers 
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CROSS-CULTURAL SKILLS TRAINING  
INTERCULTURAL | ETIQUETTE | COMMUNICATION   

 
INTER-CULTURAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS 

-Learn how to motivate, manage and lead multi-cultural teams and develop a flexible and adaptable cross-cultural leadership style. 
-Managing across cultures. West vs East. People Management approaches. Employee engagement. Leadership Skills. 

 

CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

-Develop confidence to communicate, handle conflict and negotiate effectively with customers and colleagues from different cultures. 
-Cultural awareness. Empathy and understanding. Cultural Dimensions. Rapport, clarity, diplomacy, conflict resolution and interaction.       

 

BUSINESS ETTIQUETTE SKILLS 

-Gain insight into cross-cultural business etiquette for developing relationships and working effectively in a global organization.  

-,Email etiquette. Teleconference etiquette. Meeting etiquette. General business etiquette on the target culture of your choice.   

 

TAILORED TRAINING  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Skills Development Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you, such as: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-training participant interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 
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BUSINESS ETTIQUETTE  

CROSS-CULTURAL | COMMUNICATION 

 
We helped a global IT giant, Wipro, to localize their internal training content and 

facilitation plan for a Cross-Cultural Business Etiquette Skills workshop. Plus we 

provided a Western trainer to deliver the training in Mandarin in Shanghai.  

 

Business Challenge 

Localize the Wipro Business Etiquette Skills content and have it delivered in Mandarin 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

We discovered that the participants used English as their working language inside the company. However, they 

did not all have fluent English. So we decided to deliver the training in Mandarin to have more impact on the skills 

development focus. Plus we translated the content into Mandarin so the training handbook could be bi-lingual. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided an American Soft Skills Trainer that could speak fluent Mandarin. Experienced with the Etiquette 

cultural differences between the West and China, our trainer was able to give the participants insight into 
appropriate and culturally relevant etiquette issues from the Western perspective but by discussing the issues in 
Mandarin which was appreciated by the participants. Skills development focus topics were email etiquette, 
teleconference etiquette and meeting etiquette. 

 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT 

Wipro is a global IT software firm with headquarters in India. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day 

Tailored Training Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 staff 

Nationality: Chinese 

Individual Contributors 
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CROSS-CULTURAL TELECONFERENCES  

COMMUNICATION SKILLS | TELEPHONING 

 
We helped a global IT giant, Cognizant, to develop the Cross-Cultural 

Teleconference Skills of their Shanghai office. 

 

Business Challenge 

HR asked us to help develop the staff awareness of Cross-Cultural Teleconference Skills to help them effectively 

deal with their Indian colleagues. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

We discovered that the participants would come from several departments such as HR, Finance and IT. The staff 

were mostly Chinese though included a few Indians since their Headquarters are in India. The Chinese staff has 

the most dealings with Indian colleagues, in India, via email and telephone. We added value to the training by 

providing an experienced soft skills facilitator that had a strong IT Consulting background so it was easier for our 

trainer to engage the participants in relevant discussions around the IT industry. 

 

Training Solution 

Cross-Cultural Teleconference Skills training focus topics included teleconference etiquette, conflict management, 

listening skills, assertiveness, sounding helpful, closing signals for politely ending a call and relevant telephone 

role plays. The training helped the Chinese staff improve confidence for making calls to their Indian colleagues. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  IT  
Cognizant is a global IT Solutions company. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Intensive Tailored Training Workshop 

 

Participants: 12 

Nationality: Chinese / Indian 

Managers | Individual Contributors 
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INTER-CULTURAL  SKILLS 

CULTURAL DIMENSIONS | CAREER DEVELOPMENT  

  
We delivered an interactive Cross-Cultural seminar to a large group of 80 Masters 
Degree Alumni of TsingHua University. 

 

Business Challenge 

Develop inter-cultural awareness and cross-cultural communication skills useful for participants to integrate into 

Multi-National companies. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

The Alumni students had all graduated from Masters Degrees at the University in recent years and were looking to 

enhance their Cross-Cultural Awareness in order to be more effective in their careers. We learnt that some 

participants did not speak good English so decided to provide one trainer that could speak both English and 

Mandarin in case it was necessary to clarify any points. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided 2 Cross-Cultural Soft Skills trainers, Paul and Klaus, for this workshop due to the large group size of 

80 participants. Both of these Western facilitators have 10+ years China training experience and know how to 

cover the various Cultural Dimensions while interacting a lot with QnA, surveys, engaging elicitation and humor. It 

was a fast moving workshop with a variety of interactions with the audience that maintained interest in an 

engaging delivery. 

 

 

e                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Education     
The client is top Chinese University. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 80 Masters Degree Alumni 

Nationality: Chinese 

Managers | New Managers 
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RESTAURANT ETTIQUETTE  

CROSS-CULTURAL SKILLS | BUSINESS ETTIQUETTE  

  
We helped a Manufacturing company in Suzhou to enhance Cross-Cultural 

awareness in terms of Western Restaurant Etiquette. 

 

Business Challenge 

Develop Cross-Cultural Awareness of Chinese mangers and staff for Western Restaurant Etiquette to improve 

relationships with international colleagues and customers. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

We discovered the participants would be from different departments and would not all have fluent English so we 

decided to provide an American trainer, Julian that was fluent in both English and Mandarin which the client 

appreciated. The HR and Training Managers were very helpful in the Training Needs Analysis phase. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

The Western Etiquette Skills training included skills development topics such as cross-cultural socializing skills 

such as appropriate small talk, the appropriate use of polite table manners, etiquette around eating and drinking, 

the impact of body language and aspects of typical culture shock. Our facilitator had a deep cross-cultural 

sensitivity since he spoke both English and Mandarin and was a good West meets East bridge. 

 

 

e                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing     
Rogers Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of electronics products such as power distribution systems and   

advanced materials for impact protection.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Suzhou 

 

Delivery Language: Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: Half Day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 30 

Nationality: Chinese 

Managers | Individual Contributors 
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BUSINESS WRITING SKILLS  
REPORTING | SOFT SKILLS | ETIQUETTE  

 
EMAIL SOFT SKILLS 

-Improve rapport building with clients, inter-departmental conflict resolution and stakeholder management skills.    
-Emotional intelligence. NLP Influence techniques. Positive psychology. Dealing with difficult people & complaints.  
 
 

MANAGEMENT REPORTING SKILLS 

-Create clear written documents and reports to share via email, teleconference, meeting or email. 
-Secrets of logical structure. Concise layout and format. Framing headings and issues. Influence strategies.                                    

 

CROSS-CULTURAL EMAIL ETIQUETTE 

-Develop good relationships with foreign customers and cosmopolitan virtual teams across the globe.  

-Promoting awareness and cross-cultural empathy. Understanding how cultural dimensions impact writing style.   

 

TAILORED TRAINING  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Skills Development Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-training collection of sample writing, participant interviews, surveys, relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-training value added services to ensure follow up, measurable staff behavior change and skills adoption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

EMAIL SOFT SKILLS  

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL COLLABORATION 

 
We helped improve inter-departmental email communication at this global hotel 

management brand. 

 

Business Challenge 

HR wanted to help the various departments enhance their Email Soft Skills for dealing with 

internal and external stakeholders. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

Participants would sign up for this workshop from many departments such as HR, IT, 

Marketing and Finance so they would have different challenges in their roles. We interviewed 

some participants by phone to find out specific skills development focus areas. We also 

collected email samples from participants and used these to design activities for the training in 

order to make it more relevant. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided an experienced Business Writing Skills Trainer that was able to facilitate a very 

interactive workshop. IHG values were connected to some activities. The content covered the 

secrets of structuring emails and looked at tone and positive communication principles. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Hospitality 

IHG is a global hotel company with a broad portfolio of hotel brands. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Workshop 

 

Participants: 35 

Nationality: Chinese 

Senior Manager | Managers | Executives 
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PPT MANAGEMENT REPORTING SKILLS 

PRODUCT MANAGERS | SALES & MARKETING 

 

We helped improve inter-departmental email communication at this global hotel 

management brand. 

 

Business Challenge 

The General Manager wanted to improve the Management Reporting skills of the Product 

Managers in the Shanghai office. In particular, the PowerPoint design skills as they relate to 

Management Reporting to overseas leaders on revenue, margin, channel management 

forecasts and actual results. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

Channel management reports, product revenue forecasting and business results were typically 

communicated by PowerPoint and this was identified as an area for improving clarity, 

conciseness and structure 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided 2 trainers for this 2 day intensive workshop. Paul, an IT Consultant that was also 

an experienced Soft Skills Coach and Mike a MBA trainer with strong experience in PPT 

Design Skills. Each trainer delivered 1 day of management reporting and business writing 

skills. For these sessions, real business PPT samples were used to make it relevant and 

practical 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT Software 

Ingram Micro is a global software reseller for brands such as Oracle, 

Cisco and Microsoft. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 day  

Intensive Workshop 

 

Participants: 15 

Nationality: Chinese 

Marketing Manager | Product Managers 
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EMAIL ETIQUETTE SKILLS  

SOFT SKILLS | Teamwork  

 

The GM asked us to help enhance awareness of Email Etiquette and Email Soft 

Skills for interdepartmental communication. 

 

Business Challenge 

The goal was to improve business professionalism across the Shanghai organization. 

Specifically email etiquette. 

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

The participants were from a cross-section of departments such as Finance, Programming, 

Marketing and HR. We collected email samples from the participants so we could customize 

the training to be more relevant and useful. Encouraging professionalism in business writing 

skills was the primary goal. We discovered that some participants used Chinese more at work, 

so decided to deliver 1 workshop in English and 1 in Mandarin. 

 

 

  Training Solution  

The Email Etiquette training covered things such as email ethics, cross-cultural awareness and 

business writing principles. Email Soft Skills looked at writing emails that are more clear, 

concise, consistent, creative and cohesive. Enhancing awareness of what is polite, appropriate 

and expected in written business communication. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT Online Gaming 

Blizzard Entertainment is a top online gaming company that operates 

globally. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English/Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

2 half day Workshops 

 

Participants: 40 

Nationality: Chinese 

Managers | Staff 
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IT TECHNICAL EMAIL SKILLS  

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS | TEAMWORK 

 
We helped an American Internet Marketing firm improve USA / China 

communication, teamwork and productivity. 

 

Business Challenge 

This IT company had a brilliant Chinese software development team in Shanghai that worked closely 

with the western Product Managers in the USA. They enjoyed a good collaboration but the USA VP 

wanted to make things even better since that was their corporate culture of excellence. Improving the 

clarity and structure of technical emails was identified as a priority for training. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

The Chinese software developers had a very advanced English level and were super smart young 

talent so we decided to deliver the Email Skills training in English. Cultural differences accounted for 

some of the differences in email style between the Chinese and American colleagues and we took this 

into consideration in designing the training. We collected writing samples from the participants such as 

emails and technical specifications that they sent to the American software product managers. 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided an experienced Soft Skills Trainer that had a strong IT Consulting background therefore 

he was able to share many best practices about software development email skills. The IT Technical 

Email Skills training was well received and resulted in immediate impact in terms of the team's emails 

becoming clearer at a glance and better structured and formatted. Ultimately, their American colleagues 

found it easier to communicate with them as a result and teamwork improved. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Marketing 

Marin provides industry leading enterprise marketing software for 

advertisers and agencies to measure, manage, and optimize more 

than $7.8 billion in annualized ad spend across the web and mobile 

devices. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 2 day  

Total 4 half day workshops 

 

Coachee: 1 

Nationality: Chinese 

Software Developer | Team Leader 
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TEAMBUILDING EVENTS  
TEAM CHALLENGE | PROBLEM SOLVING | TEAM DEVELOPMENT    

 
OUTDOOR TEAMBUILDING CHALLENGE 

-Fun teambuilding games and challenging team activities that align with corporate values and change management focus. 
-A series of interactive activities and some challenging team projects to complete under time pressure by working together.  

 

MBTI / DISC / EQ TEAM DEVELOPMENT 

-Team Development workshops based on individual / team assessments such as MBTI, DISC and EQ Emotional Intelligence.  
- Focus on improving teamwork, understanding cognitive diversity among the team and learning how to adapt to each other.      

 

TEAMBUILDING PROBLEM SOLVING 

-Teamwork is facilitated with getting the group to discuss specific business problems and come up with action plans. 

- Brainstorming, problem definition, root cause analysis, generating solutions and evaluating options are examples. 

 

TAILORED TEAMBUILDING PROGRAMS  
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO FOCUS ON? 

The Teambuilding Focus is determined after conducting Training Needs Analysis activities with you, such as: 

- Setting expectations, goals and outcomes with HR & Line Management 

- Pre-event participant interviews, surveys, and relevant assignments / assessments.   

- Post-event value added services to ensure follow up and implementation of team action plans. 
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OUTDOOR TEAMBUILDING CHALLENGE 

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL | TEAM DEVELOPMENT  

  
We delivered an active, fun and Outdoor Teambuilding Event for a client in 

Shanghai. 

 

Business Challenge 

To hold an Outdoors TeamBuilding Event for 40 Chinese staff from various departments such as Administration, 

Logistics, Wharehouse and IT. 

 

Training Needs Analysis 

We learnt that quite a few staff could not speak fluent English so decided to provide 1 English speaking facilitator 

and 1 Chinese speaking facilitator. Safety was a priority and we designed fun games and competitions for staff 

that were engaging yet not too physically exerting. 

 

Training Solution  

Teambuilding fun activities were connected to Values. Trust was reinforced with playing an exciting blindfold fall 
backwards game in a safe a controlled way. Creativity was experienced by giving small teams an opportunity to 
sketch and paint one of the Directors in an abstract and colorful way. Teamwork and communication was practiced 
with an adventurous paintball war game competition that was very active and very much fun. Teamwork developed 
between colleagues as they participated in competitive activities such as building a balloon tower. The day had a 
good balance between values based fun and focus on team bonding. 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:   Pharmaceutical     
WuXi AppTec is a leading global pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical, and medical device open-access capability and    

technology platform with global operations. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English / Mandarin 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Intensive Teambuilding Challenge Outdoors Workshop 

 

Participants: 40 

Nationality: Chinese  

Senior Managers | Managers | Individual Contributors 
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TEAMBUILDING CHALLENGE  

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL | TEAM DEVELOPMENT 

 
We helped the client with delivering an interactive Teambuilding Challenge. 

 

Business Challenge 

The goal was to deliver an engaging day of teambuilding that facilitated inter-departmental collaboration, 

communication and included fun and challenging activities. 

 

Training Needs Analysis 

We discovered the 80 participants were from various departments and included both Westerners and Chinese.   

 

Training Solution  

We provided an experienced facilitator, Paul, who primarily focused on host the day, facilitate group activates and 
handle the debriefings. The big team challenge was to build a vehicle using plastic pipes, wood and other 
equipment. Other challenges included canoeing, archery and an exciting GPS location hunt.  Our partner firm 
brought in this client and provided the logistics support and detailed design of the various games. 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: Automotive 

General Motors a multinational automotive industry firm. 

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English  

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Workshop 

 

Participants: 80 Staff 

Nationality: Westerners and Chinese  

Management | Individual Contributors | Inter-Departmental 
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LEADING & DEVELOPING TEAMS  

INTER-DEPARTMENTAL | TEAM DEVELOPMENT 

 
We helped a global IT giant, Wipro, to localize their internal training content and 

facilitation plan for a Teamwork workshop. Plus we provided a Western trainer to 

deliver the training in Mandarin in Shanghai. 

 

Business Challenge 

Localize the Wipro Business Teamwork content and have it delivered in Mandarin. 

 

  Training Needs Analysis 

We discovered that the participants used English as their working language inside the company. However, 

they did not all have fluent English. So we decided to deliver the training in Mandarin to have more impact on 

the skills development focus. Plus we translated the content into Mandarin so the training handbook could be 

bi-lingual. 

 

  Training Solution  

We provided an American Soft Skills Trainer that could speak fluent Mandarin. Experienced with the Teamwork 
differences between the West and China, our trainer was able to give the participants insight into appropriate and 
culturally teamwork issues from the Western perspective but by discussing the issues in Mandarin which was 
appreciated by the participants. Skills development focus topics were Tuckman's Teambuilding model and stages, 4 
social styles of people and understanding the needs of different people, understanding how to develop an effective 
team and your role in a team. 

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry: IT 

Wipro is a multinational IT Software Solutions firm. 
 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: Chinese 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Workshop 

 

Participants: 25 Staff 

Nationality: Chinese  

Individual Contributors | Inter-Departmental 
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LEADING PROACTIVE TEAMS  

MANAGEMENT TEAM | TEAMBUIDLING 

 
We helped a GM and his Management Team with an interactive teambuilding 

event that included an EQ Game and some facilitated problem solving. 

 

Business Challenge 

The GM wanted this training to help the management team with bonding, working together on sharing ideas 

around some key issues and also have some fun.  

 

 

  Training Needs Analysis (TNA) 

The participants were people managers from Germany, Austria and China. This was not a direct client as it was 

brought in by one of our partner firms. 

 

 

Training Solution 

We designed fun day of teambuilding activities, games and facilitated some group work discussions around 

important management issues. An Emotional Intelligence board game was used as one warmer activity which 

helped the managers get to know each other a bit more in a personal way. Our facilitator, Paul, helped the group 

to identify some key issues, brainstorm root causes, generate solution options and prioritize items in an action 

plan. These action plans were assigned to sub-groups, were deliverables of this teambuilding, and were to be 

used as input for management after the event.  The leadership inspiration aspect of this teambuilding was 

achieved by sharing proactive problem solving cases studies and introducing the concept of Appreciative Inquiry 

and focusing on the positive / what works as a change management strategy. 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLIENT BACKGROUND 

Industry:  Manufacturing  
Engel is a leading manufacturer of automotive and packing products.  

 

Delivery Location: China 

Shanghai 

 

Delivery Language: English 

 

Delivery Schedule: 1 day  

Teambuilding Workshop 

 

Participants: 20 

Nationality: German, Austrian, Chinese. 

General Manager and Management Team. 
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